DAISY BATES COLLECTION

NGARGALULLA - Folder VI.

Mrs. Bates to write story of native "spirit babies": Newspaper clipping.

Ngargalulla, the country of the spirit babies ("when I was a very little child...") 4 typescript drafts and 2 typescript final copies (11p.) + ms. (5p.)

Pen drawings: 10 original illustrations depicting little native children. Two letters to Daisy Bates (signed typescripts) from A.A. Bartholomew, Oxford University Press, dated 11 & 15 Oct. 1945, concerning Ngargalulla sketches.

Ngargalulla - "In the Yarninga Times..." Typescript, 6p. + ms., 18p.


"A man has no ranje..." Typescript, 7p., + 2 incomplete copies.

Ngargalulla - "A special circumstance..." Typescript, 4p. + 2 extra copies.

Paritja (North-West) - "There are three kinds of ranje..." Typescript. 4p.

Northern Kimberley - "I cannot find any evidence..." 3 typescript drafts with ms. corrections. 4p.

Ngargalulla - Billingeas - "When the ngargalula are asked..." Typescript. 4p. + 2 extra copies of first page.

Ngargalulla - "In the northern coastal districts..." Typescript. 7p. + some duplicate pages.

Ngargalulla items. Typescript. 3p.

Ngargalulla - "Baby's father looks all round..." ms., with some typescript. 25p.

The story of Wondajarra. Typescript. 1p.

The queer fish and the queer baby. Typescript. 1p.


Esperance, also Willilambi beliefs. Typescript. 6p. 2 copies.

Ngargalulla - Sunday Island beliefs. ms. (1p.) + typescript (1p.) 3 copies.

Twilight Cove area - "the belief that procreation has nothing to do with conception ..." Typescript, with some ms. corrections. 12p.

Billingeas's information. Typescript. 5p. with some duplicates.

Broome area items. Typescript, with ms. corrections. 5p. (Some duplicates)

"Water conserved in tree boles..." ms. notes. 1p.
Papers of the late Mrs Daisy Bates

Contained in eleven folders

FOLDER 1

Ngargalulla. The country of the spirit batons.

- Typewritten (1pp) with the manuscript contents.
- Four typewritten drafts, and one typewritten final copy (11 pp).
- Spirits - Typewritten 4 pages.
- Ngargalulla - Billingee - Typewritten (3 pages)
- Ngargalulla - Typewritten 4 pages.
- Ngargalulla - The story of Crewtagarr - Typewritten - original manuscript

Contains typewritten copies of short stories, together with:

1. Ngargalulla. The country of the spirit batons. ("When I was a very little child... ") - two typewritten drafts and two typewritten final copies (11 pages) + ms. (5p).

2. Spirits (North West) ("There are three kinds of ranye... ")

Typewritten 4 pages.

3. Ngargalulla - Billingee. ("When the ngargalulla were asked... ") Typewritten 4 pages.

4. Ngargalulla. (A special circumstance attaching to the cave... ") Typewritten 4 pages + 2 extra copies.

5. Ngargalulla. (In the Yarninga times of long, long ago... ")

Typewritten 6 pages. Also manuscript of 18 pages.

6. Pindana Ngargalulla. ("The Pindana people lived... ")

Typewritten 2 pages + (2nd copy 2 pp).

7. Kalleegarooroo (The 8 Kalleegarooroo that was the ngargalulla booroos... ") Typewritten 2 pages.

8. "A man has no ranye... ") Typewritten 7 pages.

Northern Kimberley ("I cannot find any evidence... ")

- 3 Typewritten A4 pages. Two drafts.

9. Ngargalulla. Boorne. (A special circumstance attaching to the cave... ") Typewritten 8 pages.

10. Ngargalulla. (In the northern coastal districts... ")

Typewritten 8 pages.

11. Ngargalulla items. ("Manyee, lightning... ")

Manuscript 8 pages - Typewritten 3 pp.

"Ngargalulla..."

Babon's father looks all around... "Manuscript" kid done Typewritten 25 pages.
Lengo and Mandabulabula. Father and son ("Lengo was a clever, strong Koojangurnu ..."). Typescript. 26 pages (Collection of short stories).

Greedy Tandu ("in Yaminga time ..."). Typescript. 13 pages. (Short stories).

Nature Burial Ceremony. ("Belief in natural death ...".)

Wilgee mine ("Sielessen and Daroboicee ...".)

Legends. ("Many northern legends".) Typescript. 8 pages.


2. Two letters by Daisy Bates from A.P. Bartholomew, Oxford University Press, dated 12/5 Oct. 1945, on the subject of Ngangalulla.

3. The queen fish and queen baby - North west. Typescript. 1 p.

4. Newspaper clipping: Mrs Bates wrote story of native "spirit babies". Little Jimbinboon was their spirit home. ... ms. 5 p.

5. Esperance, also Wililambki beliefs. Typescript. 6 p. 2 copies.

6. Twilight Cove area - the belief that procreation has nothing to do with conception ... Typescript with some ms. corrections. 12 p.


9. Billinge's information. 5 p. with some duplicates.

10. Boorne area items. Typescript, with ms. corrections. 5 p. some duplicates.

11. Ms notes. 1 p. "Walu consumed in tree bales ..."